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INC: USING AGGLOMERATION TO OPTIMIZE THE DATA PIPELINE AND REDUCE WAST

Using Agglomeration to Optimize the Data Pipeline and Reduce Waste in a Digital Ink Press

This disclosure relates to the field of digital front ends and how they may be used to enhance the
throughput through the digital back end and reduce waste in a digital ink press. By smartly aggregating
frames together into a super‐frame in the DFE, the overhead through the backend pipeline is reduced
proportionally by the aggregation multiple. Further additional processing and tracking of these frames
can allow for additional markings, pen health ink optimization, and capability improvement while being
non‐disruptive to the customer and factory workflow.
Inside the data pipeline of a digital web‐press, many transactions take place to process data, understand
the health of the printheads, estimate ink usage, estimate pen life, and more. The data is segregated
into two categories. There is actual print data, and overhead data used direct the print data to the right
location with integrity, as well as additional system processing to monitor the health of processes and
hardware. As the print industry becomes increasingly automated, the overhead processing needs, and
capabilities is constantly expanding. This demand for knowledge about the health, diagnostics, and
operational needs associated with the data itself being printed increases the opportunity for corner
cases to be encountered under difficult use cases. Unintended challenges in processing time and
memory capabilities may be encountered at different points throughout the pipeline. Testing every
possible combination of frame sizes and overhead requests is not practical. By taking advantage of
aggregation in a digital workflow (jobs, batches, etc.), it is possible to simplify the testing and number of
corner cases encountered, optimize the pipeline uses cases, and reduce ink waste; for finishing that is
flexible, it is also possible to reduce paper waste. Additionally, for small frames, the computational
overhead carried through the system can be optimized.
Consider the case of Multi‐Lane Print Architecture (MLPA). In MLPA, a fixed frame size is targeted; large
real frames are broken up into smaller frames to optimize the processing through the digital front end
(DFE) and pipeline, thereby handling any large frame size accommodated by the server memory. The
reverse scenario is also true: smaller frames can be aggregated together to form a larger super‐frame.
However, MLPA doesn’t take full advantage of optimization that can be performed in this aggregation
case. It is also limited in that it only uses spit‐on‐page for nozzle health today; quality bars and spit bars
do not function in this mode.
If we consider basic imposition, where frames can be stacked together, a single pass could be performed
over multiple rasters. This capability could be easily enabled in the rip, letting small frames be
agglomerated in such a way that the overhead of processing for multiple small frames can be combined.
Consider Fig. #1, where m frames are shown in traditional serialized frame processing. In general, the
pipeline may have the timing of the frame, f, or if there is an interframe space i, the combined time of f
+ i to action before the next frame needs to be processed.
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Fig. 1: Traditional Serial Frame Processing

By aggregating m frames together, as seen in Fig. #2, the system overcomes timing limitations by now
having m times as much time to complete processing as in the traditional serial case. This is especially
useful when frame sizes are small, and for ensuring robust performance on processing initial/last
frames, where additional pipeline transactions may be happening related to job setup and completion.
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Fig. 2: Agglomerated Frame Processing

In general, the overhead for processing multiple frames does not increase linearly; the processing time,
x, may be equal or more than the single frame processing time, but less than m times the single frame
processing time. This results in additional time to transact successfully; the buffer time, b, created by
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this idea can be seen in Fig. #2. As a result, the system gains margin for more time consuming, real time
transaction or future system enhancements.
In addition to being able to take advantage of the rip to handle this process more efficiently, other
transactions could benefit from this optimization as well. Consider the case of printhead health. To
better maintain printhead health in thermal inkjet, nozzles should be fired on a minimal cadence. To
ensure this happens, a ‘spit bar’ is printed across the page in all colors; this bar is not optimized and may
be firing perfectly healthy nozzles. Instead, an accumulator in the front end can track which nozzles are
firing across the agglomerated frames, optimizing the overhead over m frames. This can then be
inverted to form a spit‐bar that only prints ink where needed. For flexible finishers, the frames can be
aggregated to minimize paper waste between frames, and the spit‐bar/quality bars printed on the
super‐frame. Paper waste can be reduced by eliminating the gap unless the interframe spacing needs to
be consistent for certain finishing equipment. For less flexible finishing, empty space can be inserted to
maintain the spacing between real frames; while this does not generate paper waste improvements,
overall ink and data processing improvements are still made.
The method disclosed here can ensure that the job minimum frames lengths are higher (assuming
multiple pages in an effective job), giving the system additional time to complete analysis and other real‐
time transactions. The idea essentially creates a variable‐sized super frame mode – a variable length
MLPA mode ‐‐ that enhances the current MLPA offering to allow for the addition of spit‐bars/quality
bars or other diagnostic marks in the system. It further can allow for the enhancement of diagnostics
within the system, such as optimized spit‐bars. By allowing the multiple m to be user selected, the
processing benefits and server capabilities can be traded off to meet the needs of the application.
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